Abstract-Deep reinforcement learning provides a promising approach for vision-based control of real-world robots. However, the generalization of such models depends critically on the quantity and variety of data available for training. This data can be difficult to obtain for some types of robotic systems, such as fragile, small-scale quadrotors. Simulated rendering and physics can provide for much larger datasets, but such data is inherently of lower quality: many of the phenomena that make the real-world autonomous flight problem challenging, such as complex physics and air currents, are modeled poorly or not at all, and the systematic differences between simulation and the real world are typically impossible to eliminate. In this work, we investigate how data from both simulation and the real world can be combined in a hybrid deep reinforcement learning algorithm. Our method uses real-world data to learn about the dynamics of the system, and simulated data to learn a generalizable perception system that can enable the robot to avoid collisions using only a monocular camera. We demonstrate our approach on a real-world nano aerial vehicle collision avoidance task, showing that with only an hour of real-world data, the quadrotor can avoid collisions in new environments with various lighting conditions and geometry. Code, instructions for building the aerial vehicles, and videos of the experiments can be found at github.com/gkahn13/GtS
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep reinforcement learning algorithms offer the enticing possibility of jointly automating both the perception and control systems of robots with only a minimal amount of manual engineering and a high degree of generality [1] . For example, convolutional neural network models trained with deep reinforcement learning could be used to avoid collisions and navigate inside buildings using only low-cost, low-power cameras, making them well-suited for SWaP (size, weight, and power) constrained autonomous flight [2] , [3] , [4] . However, as with all learning-based systems, the capacity of learned policies to generalize to new situations is determined in large part by the quantity and variety of the data that is available for training. While in principle autonomous robots could gather their own data directly in the real world, generalization is so strongly dependent on dataset size and diversity that it can almost always be improved simply by adding more experience, especially for fragile and safety-critical systems such as quadrotors, for which large datasets may be difficult to collect. It is therefore highly advantageous to integrate other, more plentiful sources of data into the training process. * These authors contributed equally to this work. In this work, we investigate how a combination of simulated and real-world data can enable effective generalization for collision avoidance on a real-world nano aerial vehicle (NAV), shown in Fig. 1 , using only an onboard monocular camera.
While transferring simulated experience into the real world has received considerable attention in recent years [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , deployment of policies trained in simulation onto real-world robots poses a major challenge: complex realworld physical and visual phenomena are difficult to simulate accurately, and the systematic differences between simulation and reality are typically impossible to eliminate. Many of the prior works in this area have focused on differences that are irrelevant to the task; nuisance factors, such as variations in visual appearance, to which the optimal policy should be invariant. Such nuisance factors can be eliminated by regularizing for invariance. However, some aspects of the simulation, particularly in terms of the dynamics of the robot, differ from reality in systematic ways that cannot be ignored. This is especially important for small-scale aerial vehicles, where air currents, drift, and turbulence are significant. In principle, this mismatch can be addressed by fine-tuning models trained in simulation on real-world data. However, as we will show in our experiments, naïve fine-tuning with small, real-world datasets can result in catastrophic overfitting.
In this work, we instead aim to devise a transfer learning algorithm where the physical behavior of the vehicle is learned mostly from real-world data, while simulated experience provides for a visual perception system that generalizes to new environments. In essence, real-world experience is used to learn how to fly, while simulated experience is used to learn how to generalize. Rather than simply fine-tuning a deep neural network policy using real-world data, we separate our model into a perception and control subsystem. The perception subsystem transfers visual features from simulation, while the control subsystem is trained with real-world data. This enables our approach to transfer knowledge from simulation and generalize to new real-world environments more effectively than alternative techniques. We further evaluate several choices for training the visual system in simulation, and observe that visual features that are task-oriented, such as models trained with reinforcement learning specifically for navigation and collision avoidance, transfer substantially better than task-agnostic feature learners trained with unsupervised learning [9] or standard supervised pre-training techniques, such as pre-training on large image recognition datasets [10] .
The main contribution of our paper is a method for combining large amounts of simulated data with small amounts of real-world experience to train real-world collision avoidance policies for autonomous flight with deep reinforcement learning. The principle underlying our method is to learn about the physical properties of the vehicle and its dynamics in the real world, while learning visual invariances and patterns from simulation. We compare a variety of methods for learning the visual features, and find that reinforcement learning in simulation leads to the most transferable representations when compared to unsupervised and supervised alternatives. On a real-world nano aerial vehicle (NAV) collision avoidance task, our method can fly 4× further compared to alternative methods, and can navigate through hallways with various lighting conditions and geometry.
II. RELATED WORK
There has been much work on transfer learning for control policies [11] , including from simulation to reality. Prior works have sought to transfer policies by combining simulated and real-world data, including techniques such as domain adaptation [12] , [13] and feature space learning [14] , [15] . These methods learn task-agnostic perception models, primarily in order to avoid requiring labels in the real-world. In contrast, our approach uses a task-specific perception model-specifically, the perceptual neural network layers from a policy learned in simulation-for transfer, which we demonstrate in our experiments is crucial for success.
Other approaches have sought to improve transfer by minimizing the gap between simulation and reality, either by bringing the simulator closer to reality [16] , [17] , making reality closer to the simulator [18] , [8] , or randomizing visual [7] , [19] or physical [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] properties of the simulator. These approaches seek to reduce the policy overfitting to systemic or irrelevant differences between simulation and reality, while our approach is complementary in that it seeks to adapt models learned in simulation to the real-world using a limited amount of real-world data. Some prior works also acknowledge the existence of the reality gap and learn to adapt these imperfect models using real-world data [24] , [25] , [26] . In contrast to these methods, which are either evaluated on either low-dimensional or simple dynamical systems, our approach scales to raw image inputs and can cope with the highly nonlinear dynamics of a nano aerial vehicle by learning a scalable, sample-efficient, end-toend latent dynamics model.
The general problem of addressing differences between training and test distributions has been extensively studied in the machine learning community [27] . With the recent advent of large datasets, prior work has shown that deep neural networks trained on these large datasets can enable easy transfer to new tasks via fine-tuning [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] . In our experiments, we attempted a similar transfer by using the perception layers from a neural network model trained on Imagenet [10] and fine-tuning; however, we found that this approach performed poorly compared to our method for the task of NAV collision avoidance.
There is extensive prior work on autonomous aerial flight, including approaches that use geometric mapping and path planning [32] , [33] , imitate an expert pilot or leverage expert labelled data [34] , [2] , [3] , and learn from experience using large real-world datasets [35] , [36] . In contrast to these works, our work focuses on developing a method for adapting to the real-world using a limited amount of real-world data, which is particularly important for the SWaP-constrained NAV platform used in this work.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our goal is to learn a real-world control policy by leveraging data gathered in simulation in conjunction with a limited amount of real-world data. At each time step t, the robot selects an action a t ∈ A in state s t ∈ S, proceeds to the next state s t+1 according to an unknown transition distribution T (s t+1 |s t , a t ), and receives a task-specific reward r t . The objective of the robot is to learn the parameter vector θ of a policy distribution π θ (a t |s t ) such that the expected sum of discounted future rewards
is maximized, in which the discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1) determines to what degree the robot cares about rewards in the distant future.
In order to train this policy π θ , we assume we have access to both a simulator and a small dataset collected by the robot acting in the real world. The goal is therefore to learn a realworld policy π θ using a real-world dataset (s t , a t , r t ) ∈ D RW , in combination with a simulated dataset D SIM , such that π θ generalizes well in the real world.
IV. GENERALIZATION THROUGH SIMULATION
We will now describe our approach for real-world robot learning using generalization through simulation. Our key insight is that the real world and simulation can serve complementary functions for robot learning: data gathered in the real world provides accurate signals about the dynamics Our approach for leveraging both a simulator and real-world data. In simulation, we run reinforcement learning in order to learn a task-specific deep neural network Q-function model. Using real-world data from running the robot, we learn a deep neural network model that predicts future rewards given the current state and a future sequence of actions; this model can be used to form a control policy by selecting actions that maximize future rewards. In order to learn a generalizable reward prediction model with only an hours worth of real-world data, we transfer the perception neural network layers from the Q-function trained in simulation to be the perception module for the reward predictor. Our experiments demonstrate that (1) fine-tuning the Q-function on real-world data does not lead to good performance, (2) the reward predictor is better suited for real-world learning due to the limited amount of real-world data, and (3) learning a task-specific model in simulation improves transfer of the perception module.
of the robot, but suffers from a lack of visual diversity due to the difficulty of gathering experience in the real-world, while simulation provides an easy way to gather large amounts of visually diverse data, but suffers from unrealistic dynamics. Our approach therefore uses the real world data for learning the dynamics of the robot, while leveraging the simulation data to learn a generalizable visual perception system. We will first describe our real-world control policy learning approach, and then discuss how to transfer a visual perception system learned in simulation to enable the real-world policy to generalize.
A. Real-World Policy Learning
Given that we will only have access to a small amount of real-world data, we require a policy learning algorithm that is sample-efficient. We therefore build off of the generalized computation graph [37] , a flexible policy learning framework in which the user can instantiate the generalized computation graph to suit their specific task. In this work, we will instantiate the graph as an action-conditioned reward predictor At training time, the model parameters are updated using the real-world dataset to minimize the reward prediction error
while at test time, the learned action-conditioned reward predictor is used by a finite-horizon optimal controller to select an action sequence that maximizes the predicted future rewards
At each time step, the controller solves for the optimal action sequence by solving Eqn. 2, executing the first action of the resulting action sequence, proceeding to the subsequent state, and then repeating this process in a receding horizon model predictive control (MPC) fashion. In order to actually find the optimal action sequence in Eqn. 2, we resort to approximate optimization methods. In particular, we use the cross entropy method (CEM) [38] , which is a zeroth order stochastic optimization procedure. This action-conditioned reward prediction approach is similar to value-based methods, such as Q-learning [39] , in that both learn to predict future values. However, Q-learning used with deep neural networks typically only works with large amounts of data [40] , and can be noticeably unstable in low-data regimes due to the Bellman bootstrap update, while the action-conditioned reward prediction approach is more stable because it reduces to standard supervised learning.
The action-conditioned reward prediction approach is also similar to model-based control methods, which learn dynamics models from state transition data. However, our approach essentially learns the dynamics of the reward as a function of the current image state and a sequence of planned future actions. The action-conditioned reward predictor is oftentimes advantageous compared to model-based methods when the robot state s is high-dimensional-such as in this work, in which we consider the state of the NAV to be the current image because we do not have access to the underlying state information-because learning dynamics models for image sequences, while possible [41] , is difficult because it requires predicting a complex and high-bandwidth sensory signal. Although different, this action-conditioned reward prediction approach inherits the favorable sample-efficiency property of model-based algorithms [42] because the learning procedure (Eqn. 1) reduces to supervised learning. The main limitation of this approach is that the action-conditioned reward predictor only predicts H steps into the future and can therefore only reason about rewards within horizon H. However, given the short horizon nature of our target application-collision avoidance for NAVs-we found this approach to be more than sufficient.
We now instantiate the action-conditioned reward predictor as a deep neural network. Fig. 2 
B. Transferring Visual Perception Systems from Simulation
Although the action-conditioned reward predictor is a sample-efficient policy learning algorithm, the policy is still prone to overfitting to the training data and may therefore fail to generalize to novel real-world environments due to the immense visual diversity of the real-world. We therefore seek to leverage simulation data in order to enable better real-world policy generalization.
In deciding how to leverage our simulator, we make two key observations: (1) current state-of-the-art simulators are good at providing realistic and diverse visual scenes [18] , but do not accurately model the complex, real-world dynamics of NAVs and (2) the model learned in simulation should be task-specific and align with the real-world robot task in order for the model to learn to distill task-relevant features. Our approach will therefore learn a task-specific model in simulation, and then transfer the visual perception system part of the model to the real-world policy.
Learning a task-specific model. The task-specific model we learn is a deep neural network Q-function Q θ (s t , a t ) that is trained using Q-learning [39] ; this Q-function represents the expected sum of future rewards an agent would achieve in state s t , executing action a t , and acting optimally thereafter. We use the Q-learning algorithm, as opposed to the actionconditioned reward predictor used for real-world policy learning, because (1) we have access to large amounts of data in simulation, which is a requirement for deep Q-learning, and (2) Q-learning can learn long-horizon tasks, which may improve the visual features that it learns.
Q-learning updates the parameters of the Q-function by minimizing the Bellman error for all state, action, reward, next state tuples in the (simulation-gathered) dataset:
Using the Q-function, optimal actions can then be selected by finding the action that maximizes the Q-function:
In deep Q-learning algorithms with discrete action spaces, this maximization can be performed optimally. However, for deep Q-functions that take as input continuous actions, this maximization can be approximated using stochastic optimization techniques [37] , [43] . The Q-function neural network model is shown in Fig. 2 . The model consists of three distinct neural network modules: a perception module consisting of a convolutional neural network for processing the input image state, an action module consisting of a fully connected neural network for processing the action, and a value module consisting of a fully connected neural network for combining the processed state and action to produce the resulting Q-value. We note that Q-function and action-conditioned reward predictor have a very similar structure, which illustrates the purpose of the generalized computation graph: both approaches have the same underlying mechanisms, but are trained slightly differently [37] .
Visual perception system transfer. We will use the visual perception neural network layers trained when learning the task-specific Q-function in order to transfer the visual perception system from simulation to the real-world. Concretely, we will initialize the weights of the real-world policy's visual perception layers (Fig. 2 top) to the values of the visual perception layers from the Q-function learned in simulation (Fig. 2 bottom) , and hold these perception layers fixed during real-world policy training. Although these layers could be further fine-tuned using the real-world data, we decided to hold these layers fixed to prevent the real-world policy from overfitting to the training data.
C. Algorithm Overview
We now provide a brief summarizing overview of our approach. First, we train a deep neural network Q-function using deep reinforcement learning in a visually diverse set of simulated environments. Then, we create the deep neural network action-conditioned reward prediction model, in which we use the perception layers from the simulation-trained Qfunction to process the input image state. Next, we train the action-conditioned reward prediction model using real-world data gathered by the robot; however, when training the model, we do not update the parameters of the perception layers. Using this action-conditioned prediction model trained on realworld data, but leveraging a task-specific visual perception system trained in simulation, our real-world policy will be better able to generalize to novel environments.
V. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our approach on a collision avoidance task with a nano aerial vehicle (NAV). This platform is wellsuited for testing our transfer learning approach because it is SWaP constrained. The NAV we use is the Crazyflie 2.0 nano quadcopter [44] , shown in Fig. 1 TABLE I: Comparison of our generalization through simulation (GtS) approach with prior methods for the task of flying down a straight hallway. Note that this hallway was not in the real-world training data. Each approach and baseline can be characterized with five properties: (1) is the simulation model used for transfer task-specific or task-agnostic? (2) is the real-world perception module transferred from another model? (3) is the model trained in the real world a neural network Q-function or a neural network action-conditioned reward predictor? (4) is real-world data used for training? and (5) are the perception layers trained with the real-world data or held fixed? Each approach attempted the task 5 times, and the time to collision (median and interquartile range) was recorded. Our approach was able to reliably fly down the entire hallway without colliding, consistently reaching the maximum flight time.
space consists of forward speed, yaw rate, and height, which is enabled by a downward-facing optical flow and height sensor. To allow for perceptual navigation, we added a 3.4 gram monocular camera to the Crazyflie. With the added weight, the maximum flight duration is approximately four minutes. Communication with the Crazyflie is done via a radio-to-USB dongle connected to a nearby laptop. All action selection using the learned policies is performed on this laptop, but could be deployed on the NAV in future work [4] . For training the simulation policy, we used the Gibson simulator [18] , which contains a large variety of 3D scanned environments (Fig. 3) . We modelled the quadrotor as a camera with simple point mass dynamics, meaning that the actions directly control the pose of the robot camera. Although these dynamics are a severe oversimplification of real-world NAV dynamics, the goal of the simulator is not to accurately simulate the NAV, but rather to enable the collection of a visually diverse set of data that can then be used to train a task-specific model for the purpose of visual transfer. We will show in our experiments that even with this oversimplified dynamics model, we are still able to successfully transfer the visual perception system from our simulation-trained model. Simulation data was gathered by running separate instances of Q-learning in 16 different environments. The reward function for Q-learning was 0 for no collision, and -1 for collision. After all the instances of Q-learning finished training, we trained a single Q-function on all of the 17 million simulation-gathered data points. Real-world data was gathered by running the simulation-trained policy in a single hallway on the 5th floor of Cory Hall at UC Berkeley for one hour, resulting in 14,000 data points.
For both simulation and the real world, the state consisted of the four most recent camera image converted to grayscale and downsized to a resolution of 72 × 96, resulting in the state space S ∈ R 4×72×96 . The action consisted solely of the yaw angular velocity A ∈ R 1 because the height and speed were held constant at 0.4 meters and 0.3 m/s, respectively. Data was gathered at 4 Hz, the discount factor γ was set to 1, and the action-conditioned reward prediction model had a horizon of H = 12, which corresponds to predicting 3 seconds into the future.
In our experimental evaluation, we seek to answer the following questions:
Q1 Does including real-world data improve performance? Q2 Does the action-conditioned reward predictor lead to better real-world policies compared to Q-learning? Q3 Is a task-specific or task-agnostic simulation-trained model better for real-world transfer? Q4 Does transferring the perception module from the simulation-trained model improve real-world performance?
We compare our approach to the following methods:
-Sim only: The Q-function policy trained on all of the simulated data. -Sim fine-tuned: The Q-function policy trained on all of the simulated data, and then fine-tuned solely on the real-world data. -Sim fine-tuned perception fixed: The Q-function policy trained on all of the simulated data, and then fine-tune only the non-perception layers on the real-world data. -Real-world only: The action-conditioned reward predictor trained solely on the real-world data. -Supervised (ImageNet) transfer: Using pre-trained convolutional features from a model [45] trained on Imagenet [10] for the perception module, and training the action-conditioned reward predictor using the real-world data with the perception layers held fixed. -Unsupervised (VAE) transfer: A variational autoencoder [9] generative model is trained on the simulated image data. The encoder, which maps input images to a concise latent state, is then used as the perception module for the action-conditioned reward predictor, which is trained on the real-world data.
In order to evaluate the generalization capabilities of our approach, we present results in hallways not present in the realworld training dataset. Table I compares our generalization through simulation approach with all of the considered prior methods in a novel straight hallway, and Fig. 4a shows firstand third-person images of the NAV flying using our approach. Our method consistently flew the full length of the hallway without colliding, while the best prior method could only fly down a quarter of the hallway before colliding. Although flying down a straight hallway appears to be an easy task, the NAV drifts substantially due to imprecise sensors and environmental disturbances, and therefore avoiding collisions is non-trivial.
The sim only approach did not perform well and typically collided at doors. The sim fine-tuned and sim fine-tuned perception fixed models had trials that were indeed better than the sim only model, however their performances were inconsistent, indicating that Q-learning methods have difficulty finetuning on a limited amount of real-world data. Meanwhile, the policy trained solely on real-world data made some progress, but likely did not perform well due to overfitting.
In contrast, our approach, which combines learning with real-world data with simulation model pre-training, results in improved real-world performance (Q1 and Q4). Additionally, compared to the sim fine-tuned and sim fine-tuned perception fixed approaches, our method is able to leverage both a simulation-trained model and real-world data, indicating that the action-conditioned reward predictor is crucial for sample-efficient and stable learning (Q2). Lastly, our approach outperforms methods that transfer perception modules from task-agnostic models, showing that training task-specific models in simulation is beneficial for transfer (Q3). We also ran three additional experiments comparing our approach to the two best approaches in the straight hallwaysim only and VAE transfer-in the same straight hallway, but with the camera angle tilted down by 20 degrees, a curved hallway with varying lighting, and a zig-zag hallway. Table II summarizes the results, and Fig. 4 shows first-and thirdperson images of our approach flying. Our approach was able to fly through these difficult environments the majority of the trials, while the best prior methods were entirely unsuccessful. When our approach did fail, it was oftentimes reasonable; for example, in the curved hallways, in 30% of the trials the NAV collided with a glass door (Fig. 5) . This is not surprising: the real-world data never included glass doors, and furthermore, many glass doors in simulation were actually traversable in simulation. However, with additional real-world data, the NAV would hopefully learn from these errors, which is the foundation of learning-based approaches.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented an approach for learning generalizable real-world control policies using a simulator and a limited amount of real-world data. Our generalization through simulation approach uses the simulator to learn a task-specific model, and then transfers the perception layers to a sample-efficient, action-conditioned reward predictor that is trained on realworld data. Our experiments evaluate the design decisions of our method and show that our approach enables a nano aerial vehicle to fly through novel, complex hallway environments.
The key idea behind our generalization through simulation approach is to use simulation to learn how to generalize, while using the real world data to adapt the simulated model to the dynamics of the real world. Our approach currently treats these two steps as distinct; an interesting avenue for future work is to tightly integrate simulated and real-world data collection, thus enabling the robot to intelligently leverage the simulator and the real-world in an active data collection loop. Further investigation in this area is a promising approach for real-world robot learning, particularly for vision-based autonomous flight.
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